Surrounding the Self With the Vibration of the Master

Now in the cleansing of the self in preparation for these times, be aware of these things. That
matter in the physical body, that dense matter, might be used of those of lesser or denser
vibrations or lower planes. If that channeling would come from ever higher levels then, let this
come at a time when the system would be empty of food or not engaged in the digestion thereof
or not after a meal.

Well that you have come in these times of the night, having finished those activities of the
physical. Then doing such, take one hour before the channeling, one or two glasses of
lukewarm water or water that has been standing in the open air both for the eliminations and for
the reason that the body would be filled with these conductive fluids or would contain such that
might be used by those higher levels. That denser matter then expelled, that of water, that
cleansing agent, might make available those vibrations of the channel, the physical body, that
might be used by ever higher levels of those who would interpret from these records or would
allow that beam of light proceeding then from this one to reach ever higher levels and higher
information that might be brought to these at this plane.

Be aware further then, that for the preparation for the channeling, that that spoken with the lips
or written or recognized, affirmed, sets in motion those greater impulses than that thought. For
there is greater energy set in motion by such activities. Then let the prayer be allowed and the
affirmation concerning the self. Or if there be the drawing about self of Light, let it not be only in
the thoughts or silently to the self, but speak concerning that Light. Let the self, then, be
surrounded by the Christ’s Light, and in that affirmation or speaking aloud, sweep the hands,
then, in such a circle.

Give assistance to the mind or the imagination in forming that Light or calling, subscribing,
circumscribing its boundaries about the self, that it be sealed. Use those signs or symbols then
of the cross, that that the subconscious mind will relate to as His Holiness. Crossing the self and
drawing to the abdomen or the solar plexus the point from which the Light then would conceive
that protection of such. Now use these in actual motion for the reason that greater vibrations are
set in place and greater protection given thereby, by the spoken word, by the motions, you see.
Follow these.

Now we’ve given deliberately here examples of occult Law, for these are that you might learn
that honor for such or the realization that such have followed the principles of the Master and
have only come into disrepute for the mis-representation, the misuse of such.

Then you see, setting these vibrations of the Master in motion about the self would attract those
as similar to Him and those servants of Him, those similar in purpose to the self. So will you
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surround this place with a Host of Witnesses with common purpose and common mind. And
their wondering, their questioning, as they seek to know more of the Master, will pull from the
mind of the universe or from that very Throne of Grace itself that answer that you seek. Know it
is not the wise man that would bring a truth to those mortals. It is the man with the question in
his heart, sincerely desiring, seeking Christ, ever honored - the seeker. It is the seeker who
would find, not that man thinking he has found who would speak profound words of wisdom.

Now know then that when you open yourself and cry out for that that would be teaching that you
would attract all those others on other levels of matter, other vibratory levels and rates that have
the question. And seeing the Light that you have caused about the self, that would call
knowledge from the Throne of God. These come as well for the training.

Now know that when these few are gathered about and you would seek to speak those words of
the Master, that you are not alone. And those words you would set in motion, those thoughts
going into the ether, are carried by voice after voice from one plane to another plane, and the
many consciousnesses are impressed thereby and used.

So it is when you pray. That those words are passed along to ever higher levels from one to the
other, and many of the servants of God scurry, then, to be of purpose or of service to you on
this plane.

If you only knew, if only you could see that activity about the self, even in this time. For there are
the many on other levels of matter who seek to be of service to the Master, thus raising
themselves ever close to His Presence. And so many of these, then, seeking to be of service to
those worshipping the Light, endeavoring, striving toward the Light, then await eagerly for those
moments that you would cry out for help, for assistance here, that they might take that message
to higher levels or that they might set in motion this or that activity that would cause the
manifestation of that you ask for.

Then pray often, for not only will you benefit here by that you have asked, but many, on many
levels, will benefit from that opportunity to serve, as you have set the request in motion.

Now do begin to see the wonder of it all, the world He has created, the systems He has set in
motion, that even the one soul might find its way toward that central place, that Light of the
Father.
Then gather often in these ways. For each time in so doing, you lift the self a little closer to the
Godhead. We commend this work.
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